Subclinical atherosclerosis modeling: Integration of coronary artery calcium score to Framingham equation.
Medical prevention consists to identify as soon as possible apparently healthy individuals who develop a disease and to engage them for active preventive treatment. Several cross-sectional studies of general populations or high cardiovascular risk have shown that coronary calcium score (coronary artery calcium, CAC) was positively associated with traditional risk factors (hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes, and smoking) and some new risk factors (fibrinogen). In this work, we first calculated, among 618 men, the risk of 10-years cardiovascular heart disease (CHD) according to the Framingham risk model, and then we calculated the probability that the CAC score of an individual falls in all four CAC categories (0, 1-100, 101-400 and > 400). We obtained risk factors adjusted relative risk (RR) estimates from a meta-analysis comparing the risk of coronary heart disease in individuals with CAC scores of 1-100 (RR = 1.7), 101 - 400 (RR = 3.0) and > 400 (RR = 4.3) with the risk of a person with a CAC score zero. The new model for the risk of CHD for each CAC score category were then calculated assuming an average 1-year risk of CHD and risk assessment of the four CAC score categories, weighted by the probability that scores fall into each category. The combination of modeling the CCA with the modeling of conventional risk factors allows obtaining a remarkable predictive value that can improve the assessment of overall risk Framingham through the reclassification of the risk of CHD to an extent which may be clinically important.